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In 1958 the Westminster Theological Journal published “Because It
Had Not Rained,” an exegetical study of Gen 2:5 by Meredith G. Kline.1
The article demonstrated that according to Gen 2:5 ordinary providence
was God's mode of operation during the days of creation. Since God's
mode of operation was ordinary providence, and since, for example, light
(Day 1) without luminaries (Day 4) is not ordinary providence, the
arrangement of the six days of creation in Genesis 1 must be topical not
chronological. The current article is complementary to Kline's.2
Why does Gen 2:5 bother to tell us that certain kinds of vegetation
were absent “for the LORD God had not sent rain upon the earth?” This
question has intrigued and perplexed me for some time. Is the absence of
rain mere geographical decoration or quasi-irrelevant data that sets the
stage for the really important material that follows? Or is this information
that is foundational to the narrative and its theology? The answer to this
question has played a major role in my interpretation of Gen 1:1-2:25.
In this article I intend to examine the logic, structure, and semantics
of Gen 2:5-7, and to draw out several integrated conclusions: 1) It rained at
the time of creation according to Gen 2:5-7. So we should discard the idea
that the Bible teaches that it did not rain until the flood of Noah’s day. 2)
The structure of Gen 2:5-7 provides the key to understanding the structure
of the whole of Gen 2:4-25, which turns out to be topical not chronological.
3) The structure and topical arrangement of Gen 2:4-25 in turn supports
the argument that the arrangement of Gen 1:1-2:3 is also topical not
chronological.3 4) These structural considerations lead to new insights into
the polemical theology of Genesis 1-2. Genesis 1-2, serves among other
purposes, as a polemic against Canaanite Baalism. In sum, Gen 2:4-25
and Gen 1:1-2:3 are topical accounts that polemicize against Baalism,
because it had rained.4

The Argument of Gen 2:5-7
Many of the details of Gen 2:5-7 have been studied and correctly
interpreted, but in my estimation an interpretation that fits all of the parts
into a coherent whole has not yet been set forth. When the parts are
interpreted in the immediate and broader literary contexts, as well as the
geographical context of the Ancient Near East and the theological context
of Canaanite religion, puzzles are solved and a coherent picture emerges.
Verses 5-7 articulate a twofold problem, a twofold reason for the problem,
and a twofold solution to the problem.5
Verse 5a articulates the twofold problem: “No s´îah. -has´s´a-deh
had yet appeared in the land, and no e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh had yet sprung
up.” Some commentators make no attempt to specify the kinds of plants
these two phrases have in view, but take them as general references to
vegetation.6 Claus Westermann, on the other hand, has provided some
specificity: s´îah. describes mainly but not exclusively shrubs or the wild
shrubs of the steppe (Gen 21:15; Job 30:4, 7), and e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh
plants that serve for food or domestic plants.7
But even greater specificity is attainable. The phrase, s´îah. has´s´a-deh, refers to the wild vegetation that grows spontaneously after
the onset of the rainy season, and e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh refers to cultivated
grains. At the end of the dry season and after five months of drought the
hills of Israel are as dry as dust, and the vegetation is brown. The farmer's
field is as hard as iron, so plowing and planting are impossible. Then come
the rains, resulting in the hills of the steppe being clothed with verdure (Job
38:25-27). The rains also soften the soil and allow the farmer to plow and
plant (see Ps 65:9-10). It is in this geographical context that we must
understand s´îah. -has´s´a-deh and e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh.8
The word, s´îah. , occurs only four times (Gen 2:5, 21:15; Job 30:4,
7). From the three texts outside Gen 2:5 it is clear that s´îah. refers to
desert vegetation, i.e., to uncultivated vegetation that grows spontaneously
as a result of fall rains. In Gen 21:15, for example, Hagar placed her young
son under “one of the bushes (s´îah. )” in the desert of Beersheba. The two
occurrences in Job 30:4 and 7 are similar,
3Haggard

from want and hunger, they roamed the parched land in
desolate wastelands at night. 4In the brush (s´îah. ) they gathered
salt herbs, and their food was the root of the broom tree. 5They were
banished from their fellow men, shouted at as if they were thieves.
6They were forced to live in the dry stream beds, among the rocks

and in holes in the ground. 7They brayed among the bushes (s´îah. )
and huddled in the undergrowth.
The “parched land” and “desolate wastelands” of v3 make clear that s´îah.
refers to uncultivated vegetation of the desert or steppe. So Westermann
was being too cautious when he said “s´îah. describes mainly but not
exclusively shrubs or the wild shrubs of the steppe.” There is no evidence
to suggest that s´îah. refers to anything other than “wild shrubs of the
steppe.”9
On the other hand, e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh occurs in texts like Exod
9:22, 25 which have cultivated grain in view,
22Then

the LORD said to Moses, “Stretch out your hand toward the
sky so that hail will fall all over Egypt—on men and animals and on
everything growing in the fields ( e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh) of Egypt….”
25Throughout Egypt hail struck everything in the fields—both men
and animals; it beat down everything growing in the fields ( e-s´ebhas´s´a -deh) and stripped every tree.
Verses 31-32 provide specificity for the more general e-seb-has´s´adeh,
31The

flax and barley were destroyed, since the barley had headed
and the flax was in bloom. 32The wheat and spelt, however, were not
destroyed, because they ripen later.
Here e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh clearly refers to cultivated grains like flax, barley,
wheat, and spelt. Similarly, and closer in context to Gen 2:5, cultivated
grains ( e-seb-has´s´a-deh) are in view in Gen 3:18 where the farmer will
eat the grain that is the result of his arduous labor.10
This proposed contrast in Gen 2:5 between wild vegetation and
cultivated grain finds immediate confirmation in v5b. Verse 5b articulates
the twofold reason for the twofold problem with impeccable logic: “because
the Lord God had not sent rain on the land, and there was no man to
cultivate the ground.” There was no vegetation that springs up
spontaneously as a result of the rains, because there was no rain. And
there was no cultivated grain, because there was no cultivator. So that the
reader will not miss the twofold reason corresponding to the twofold
problem, the Hebrew text focuses the reader’s attention on the twofold
reason, the absence of rain and the absence of anyone to cultivate the
fields, by placing himt.îr (“sent rain”) and a - da-m (“man”) in the clauseinitial position in their respective clauses. A coherent picture is emerging:

there was no wild vegetation because there was no rain, and there was no
cultivated grain because there was no cultivator. By this point the author
has created an expectation in the mind of the reader: the twofold problem
with its twofold reason will be given a twofold solution. Yet, here is where
virtually all interpretations fail for lack of coherence.
Verses 6-7 provide the twofold solution: “So [God] caused rain
clouds to rise up from the earth and watered the whole surface of the
ground, and the LORD God formed the man….” Verse 7 says, “the LORD
God formed the man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being.” Here lies the
solution to the second prong of the twofold problem and reason. The logic
is cogent and the picture is coherent: “no cultivated grain had sprung
up...for there was no one to cultivate the land...and the LORD God formed
the man.” That is all rather straight forward and uncontested. The crux is
the meaning of the word e-d in v6.
Scholars have proposed numerous meanings for e-d,11 but “stream”
seems to have won the day.12 “Stream” can not possibly be correct for two
reasons: 1) The text does not say that the problem was a lack of water in
general, a problem which could be solved by water from any one of a
variety of sources, for instance, a stream. The problem was a lack of rain
in particular, because in the ancient Syro-Palestine Levant rain was the
sine qua non of vegetation, especially wild vegetation. 2) “Stream” makes
nonsense out of such a well-constructed and tightly argued text. If “stream”
is understood, the sense is something like “no wild vegetation had
appeared in the land...for the LORD God had not sent rain...but a stream
was arising to water the whole surface of the land.” If a stream was present
to water the whole surface of the land, then there was ample water for the
appearance of wild vegetation, and the reason clause (“for the LORD God
had not sent rain”) is completely irrelevant and illogical.13
Though Gen 2:5-7 primarily connects rain with wild vegetation, in
reality rain is also the prerequisite for cultivated grain in the life of the
ancient Hebrew farmer (see Deut 11:8-17). Since rain is the prerequisite
for e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh as well as for s´îah. -has´s´a-deh, and since Adam
will eventually eat e-s´eb-has´s´a-deh according to Gen 3:18, Adam must
have experienced rain. Once again, if “for the LORD God had not sent rain”
is to make any logical sense, rain must have fallen in Adam's experience.14
So v6 is begging to be interpreted as a reference to rain. The
expectation is for something like, “no wild vegetation had appeared in the
land...for the LORD God had not sent rain...so God sent rain.” On this point
Mitchell Dahood was right. Stimulated by the association of the obscure

Eblaite NI.DU with rain (ga-šúm; Hebrew gešem) and the association of
Hebrew e-d with rain (mt.r), Dahood proposed reading NI.DU as Semitic ìdu and understanding both the Eblaite ì-du and the Hebrew e-d as “rain
cloud.”15 Whether or not Dahood is correct in his interpretation of the
Eblaite evidence,16 he is correct in taking Hebrew e-d as “rain cloud,” as
can be demonstrated from the literary and climatic contexts in which e-d
occurs in the MT itself.17
The only other recognized occurrence of Hebrew e-d is Job 36:27, 18
which the NIV translates, He draws up the drops of water, which distill as
rain to the streams ( e-d). The NIV translates e-d here with “streams” in
keeping with its rendering in Gen 2:6. A footnote, however, offers an
alternative: “distill from the mist ( e-d) as rain.” The alternative in the
footnote is certainly closer to the true sense. It correctly recognizes the
sense “from” for the preposition le,19 but “mist” (“water in the form of articles
floating or falling in the atmosphere at or near the surface of the earth and
approaching the form of rain”) cannot be the sense of e-d here, since mist
does not “distill as rain (ma-t.a -r),” especially as “abundant rain” (see v28).
The ancients knew as well as we that rain distills/drops from clouds,
as Eccl 1:3 makes clear, If clouds are full of water, they pour rain upon the
earth. Dahood, translates Job 36:27, When he draws up drops from the
sea, they distill as rain (ma-t.a -r) from his rain cloud ( e-d).20 Such a
rendering not only makes sense in the narrow confines of the verse and
Syro-Palestinian meteorology, but note how well it fits the context,
27When

he draws up drops from the sea, they distill as rain from his
rain cloud. (Dahood) 28The clouds pour down their moisture and
abundant showers fall on mankind. (NIV)
Note how a hinge is formed by v27b (“rain cloud”) and v28a
(“clouds”). This hinge connects the beginning of the cycle (evaporation in
v27a) with the end of the cycle (abundant rain on the land in v28b).
Clearly, the text does not have in view is distilling as rain or drops of water
distilling to streams, but abundant rain falling from rain clouds. Given that
e-d has the sense “rain cloud” in Job 36:27, where it is collocated with rain
(mt.r), it is certainly plausible that e-d has the same sense in Gen 2:6,
where it is likewise collocated with rain (mt.r; Gen 2:5). The plausibility of
this conclusion is confirmed by the fact that Dahood was not the first to
understand e-d in the sense of “rain cloud;” the ancient Targums
consistently render e-d with Aramaic nn (“cloud”)!21

An immediate objection arises, however, if we translate Gen 2:6, “A
rain cloud came up (qal of lh) from the land,” since rain clouds do not
literally come up from the land. So, for example, David Tsumura has said,
On the other hand, e-d is described as “coming up” (ya aleh) from the earth
( eres.), either from the surface of the earth or from underground. Thus, ed, the water from below, is clearly distinguished from rain water, the water
from above, in Gen 2:5-6.22
But consider a text like Ps 135:7, He makes clouds rise from the
ends of the earth ( eres.); he sends lightning with the rain and brings out
the wind from his storehouses. The verb translated “makes rise” in v7a is
the hiphil of lh, and the word for rain in v7b is ma-t.a -r. Ps 135:7 thus
provides a close parallel for Gen 2:5-6, showing that clouds do rise from
the land, at least in terms of how things appear to an observer standing on
the land. Clouds appear on the horizon, whether the horizon is a plain or a
mountain, and thus give the appearance of rising from the land. The
seventh time Elijah's servant looked out over the Mediterranean he said a
“cloud as small as a man’s hand is rising ( lh) from the sea” (1 Kgs 18:44),
not literally rising from the sea, of course, but rising in terms of
appearance, since the cloud was rising in relation to the sea that formed
the western horizon. Compare also Jer 10:13//51:16, When he thunders,
the waters in the heavens roar; he makes clouds rise (hiphil of lh) from the
ends of the earth ( eres.). He sends lightning with the rain (ma-t.a -r) and
brings out the wind from his storehouses.
In light of these texts, I am also inclined to agree with Dahood23
when he takes ya aleh in Gen 2:6 (used in the context of mt.r and eres.) as
a hiphil with God as the subject for the following reasons: 1) Ps 135:7 and
Jer 10:13 use the hiphil of lh + “clouds” as the direct object with God as
subject in the context of ma-t.a -r and eres., and thus the legitimacy of
collocating the hiphil of lh + “clouds” is established, 2) God is the subject of
the preceding himt.îr (Gen 2:5) and the following wayyîs.er (“formed;” v7),
so continuity of the subject would result,24 and most significantly 3) God
would be the explicit solver of both the problem of no rain and the problem
of no cultivator—God caused the rain clouds to rise and God formed the
cultivator.
A second objection to taking e-d as a reference to rain (cloud) would
be that Gen 2:10 says a “river” watered the garden not rain. In fact, the
repetition of the hiphil of šqh in v6 and v10 is part of an argument for taking
e-d as a reference to the river of v10.25 The repetition, however, can be
explained as a means of connecting the source (“rain clouds;” v6) with the
result (“river;” v10). But even if e-d is defined by the “river,” the presence of

rain simply becomes an unargued presupposition of the text. This is so
because the ancients were as well aware as we are that precipitation is the
source of river water (see, for example, Matt 7:25, 27).
Moreover, the word for “river” in our text, na-ha-r, is typically used for
perennial rivers like the Euphrates. Since such rivers are fed by rain (and
melting snow in the surrounding mountains), the presence of a na-ha-r
would be proof of the presence of rain rather than an objection to it. The
burden of proof rests squarely on the shoulders of any who would wish to
argue that something other than a precipitation-fed river is in view in the
use of the word na-ha-r in Gen 2:10, since the word is never used for
anything other than a precipitation-fed river in the Hebrew Bible. But
ultimately the resultant illogical text (as discussed above) when e-d is
taken as “stream” outweighs all other considerations and precludes
understanding e -d as a reference to a river or stream.
Meredith Kline has adopted Dahood’s interpretation of e-d as “rain
cloud” and has further suggested taking the imperfect of lh in an inceptive
sense,26 “he began to make rain clouds27 arise.” Grammatically the
inceptive sense is possible,28 and contextually the inceptive sense is
required, for if there had been rain clouds previously, there would have
been rain and the reason clause (“for the LORD God had not sent rain”)
would be irrelevant and illogical.
As with the second prong of the twofold problem and reason so also
with the first prong, a coherent picture emerges: “no wild vegetation had
appeared in the land...for the LORD God had not sent rain...so29 he began
to make rain clouds arise from the land and water the whole surface of the
ground.”

Summary

Gen 2:5-7 is quite logical, highly structured, and perfectly coherent:

Problem: Reason: Solution:

1) No wild vegetation; 1) No rain; 1) God sent rain
2) No cultivated grain; 2) No cultivator; 2) God formed a cultivator
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